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United States nationality law
Adult citizens of the United States who are residents of one of the 50 states or the District of Columbia
(Washington, D.C.) have the right to participate in the political system of the United States, as well as their state
and local governments, (with most states having restrictions on voting by persons convicted of felonies, and a
federal constitutional prohibition on naturalized persons ...

Citizenship of the United States
Citizenship of the United States is a status that entails specific rights, duties and benefits. Citizenship is
understood as a "right to have rights" since it serves as a foundation of fundamental rights derived from and
protected by the Constitution and laws of the United States, such as the right to freedom of expression, vote, due
process, live and work in the United States, and to receive ...

US Citizenship Application American Citizenship Test
Free US citizenship application forms and immigration forms, guides on the United States America citizenship
application kit, immigration process, online citizenship practice test and how to prepare for and pass the U.S.
citizenship interview test, including sample civics questions by state.

United States of America Overview
Become an investor within the US and gain acquire permanent residence with a Green Card in the United States
of America thanks to Henley & Partners

DUAL CITIZENSHIP: Multiple Citizenship
Dual (or Multiple) Citizenship. Dual citizenship is the result of the interaction of the laws of two countries.
People can become dual citizens automatically (normally by birth or marriage), or after successfully applying
for the citizenship of another country.

How to Apply for U.S. Citizenship | USAGov
Learn the steps for becoming a U.S. citizen including how to apply, sample test questions and what is the
naturalization process. Also, find information on dual citizenship, how to get proof of your U.S. citizenship if
you were born abroad or replace your lost or stolen citizenship certificate.

ESTA Visa Application
ESTA Visa - Online Application In Multiple Languages. The ESTA Visa has to be applied for online and can be
found translated into any of the 22 languages spoken in the Visa Waiver Countries.

Citizenship Now!

CUNY Citizenship Now! provides free, high quality, and confidential immigration law services to help
individuals and families on their path to U.S. citizenship.

United States
Coordinates. The United States of America (USA), commonly known as the United States (U.S. or US) or
America, is a country comprising 50 states, a federal district, five major self-governing territories, and various
possessions. At 3.8 million square miles (9.8 million km 2), the United States is the world's third or fourth
largest country by total area and is slightly smaller than the entire ...

MAP: Dual Citizenship Around the World | MoveHub
Dual citizenship policies around the world. We originally researched which countries has strict yes/no policies
regarding dual citizenship, but like most other things in the world, it turned out to be more complicated than that.

